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Grad schOOI for humanists? ·

the undergraduate school , the
by Keith Spurge~n
Professor Craig Thompson , best graduate students are those
former professor of English at who have had an extensive
Lawrence, spoke-at Wednesday 's background in a·major other than.
~ain Hall Forum . Thompson , the one· in which they are doing
'
currently of the Erig.J.ish graduate work. ·
· Turning to more specific
Department at the University · of
Pennsylvania , spoke on the topic, questions often posed· by
"What Prospects for Jiumanists prospective graduate students ,
in Graduate Studies ?" Thompson Thompson discussed selection
addressed himself to questions criteria used by graduate
concerning the proper selection · schools . Studen_ts generallly do
of a graduate school and realistic ,not understand how they are
expectations of the experience. being judged. First' of all, grades
Tho~pson defined the specific are not the ultimate factor in
and limited aims of the graduate _s election ; far m_any more
school by saying that it is " a _ students have perfect records
place for the noviciate of the than are accepted for graduate
profession" where they may school. More important factors
become specialists in their include having breadth (as well
chosen field . The _object of as depth) knowledge in a variety
graduate school may be ex- of subject areas . Thompson feels .
pressed " in one word: scholar- that . the qualified humanist
should be versed- in one ancient
ship."
Thompson described the language, one inodern· language
typical student who · pursues · (other than EQglish), philosophy,
graduate work in the humanities. and other humanist disciplines.
In his experience he has found· The question of who wrote the
that a
"disproportionate" recommendations is an addi.tiona'L consideration in the ·
number of students who go to
selection
, as is the
graduate schools .come· fi:_om quality of·process
the . undergraduate
small lib~! arts colleges. It is
often found that ,.dependin~ upon- school.
Thompson m.ade -several

suggestions as to what the
student should look for and expect from a graduate school . He
advised tha.t students talk with
their Lawrence professors before
making a decision about which
school to attend.- The professors
could be an inside source of information . This can then be
supplement~d
by
college
publications.
·

Next , a student should consider
~he ' size of graduate school · -he ..,
seeks. As with undergraduate
institutions ,' Thompson puts a
premium on small classes and
individual attention . Another
factor . to consider is the intellectual bias of the particular
department in which one 'will
study; this can greatly effect the
learning experience .. Finally , the
student must consider offers of
financi_al aid. Thompson urged
that students carefully investigate this factor , especially
in the light of the fact that federal
funding for graduate students is
decreasing.
·
Assuming that one understands
the object of graduate study ,
chooses the right school , and
succes·s fully completes his
studies , there remains the
question of what to do after
receiving th_e advanced degree.
According to Thompson for about
90 percen.t of the humanist
graduates the answer is teaching .
Although · a student may not be
a6fe to dictate the location · of his
job, the qualified teaching
candidate has a · variety of
possibilities open· to him .
Thompson explained that state
·
Photo by N. Gazzola
• branch universities. (such as
f<'OREJGN -SERVICE OFFICER Archer Blood spoke Wedthose in .the Wis.consin sy:;item)
nesday on Ind_ia' s-relations with the rest.of the wo rld.
are gr-aduaHy . rarsing · their
standards ; and are thus seeking
candidates who have PhD's . This
is also the case in a growing
number of community colleges.
f ,
Finally, retirement and death .
create. many jobs.
_
by Carol Rees
business affairs, made the
For ·the. otl'ler 10 · percent,
The proposed LUCC budget of
motion with the intent that the
Thompson si'.iggested several .job $27,000 for next year , $3,000 less
position would be filled by a
possibilities . These include 'than this past year's budget, was
student on work-study , who
employment in research , e_diting , approved at the LUCC meeting
would then receive the rest of
publishing, archival : work , Wednesday. The cut was made by
their pay from a Federal grant.
college administration, and the Analytic Studies Committee ,
Charles Lauter , dean of student
library science. As is the case which has also proposed the affairs , made the motion that $50
with teaching jobs, placement in major . faculty cuts · earlier this
be placed into the Lawrence
these areas can be aided con- - year . The Committee suggested International account from the
siderably by the particular that LUCC not fund the Campus Surplus and Deficit fund. Lauter
graduate · ·school. Thompson Handbook or · the New Student suggested that as- a fledgling
explained that most graduate Week , since these can be handled group they might need more
schools are:concerned with their by the Admission ·office . money than they had projected.
, gr.,iduates because they are a However, no other money had The motion was passed.
.
reOection gn the school, and that been allocated for these items
Robert Hermann , 77, made the
the first rate schools have much elsewhere.
motion that the $850 left for the
.
.
Photo by N . Gazzola
placement success.
The first thing pared down was Ariel in the Board of Controls
. Finally , Thompson urged the LUCC expense fund . fund be redistributed . He felt that
LU BAND and Wind Ensemble before the flood.
hu_mapist students to begin their Following that, the monies for the a University yearbook should be
graduate school search early by Handbook and New Student Week self-sufficient~ Wrolstad felt that
reading and talking -about . were cut, nearly in half.
the Ariel deserved the assistance
During the discussion of, this because he could not imagine
graduate programs in the junior
years, and then· making formal proposed budget, a few other anything else on the budget which
.
.
'
applications in the fall. In con- changes were made. $150 was reached as many. of the students.
clusion, Thompson stated that , transferred from the Board of The motion was defeated.
The
new
non-smoking
"on the whole, I'in optimistic: I Controls fund to.the Honorariums
feel that there will be more ap- fund to cover part of the.salary of legislation was delayed until next
· the LUCC secretary . . Marwin
Two Lawrence University She joined the Conservatory pointments in tl"!e next five years Wrolstad, vfce pres ident for week's meeting.
than
in
the
past
five."
iactilty members , Robert Below faculty in 1975 after receiving a
.. and Carol Conti-Entin , will be master of music degree from the
featured soloists in the Lawrence University of Wisconsin-Madison
Wind Ensemble 's annual " Be in applied horn performance . She
Our G~est" concert Sunday at 8 earned a bachelor of music
p.m . in the Chapel.
degree in music theory \v ith high
Hous e, poems unified by their
be gone next yea r .
by Rebecca Moorhead
Below , who has performed in distinction at the University of
domestic theme.
Bink Noll , Professor of English
Noll
was
educated
at
Prin
the United States , Europe and Michigan.
at Beloit College and Poet in ce'ton , John Hopkins and the · Noll ha s been at Law.rence fo r
Latin America , will perform Igor , The band wi ll also present a
Residence, will spend Term II at Uni versi ty of Colorado an d has two poetry readings in the last
Stravinsky's concerto for piano work by Oliver Messian entitled
Lawrence
next year teaching taught at Beloit, Dartmo uth and fo ur years and will probably do
and winds. Below· has- appeared · Et E xpecto Resurrectionem
creati
ve
verse
and fi ction . Ac- Princeton. He is a frequent some more reading _while here
·as a piano recitalist on the West Mortutium (And I awa it the
cording
to
Professor
of English , lecturer on poetry at num erous Term II , says F ritze!!. The
Coas_t; in the South and Midwest , resurrection of the dead l. Tnis
Peter Fritzell , · NoJl, "a close universities acrosS' the nation . nationall y ranking contem porary
and m major cities of Germany. pi ece, com mi ss ioned by th e
friend' ' of' Lawrence's English Two books of his poetry have American poet, adds Fritzell " is
He performed in 22 cities_ in Latin French government in 19~4. is
department , was inv_ited to spend been published by -Harcourt ; looking fo r ward to coming to
America under State Department . based on medieval"chants , Indian
his annual .term off from the Brace and World ," Inc., and his Lawrence ." He is ex pected to
auspices, and in 1968, toured · rhythmi c modes and bird calls,
Beloit faculty at La,vrence due to poems have appeared in The teach Liter ary Composition central France with vioUnist and
illus trates _Messian's
Fiction an d Ve rse and Modern
the fact that Lawrence's Poet i.n Atlantic. The Saturday Review,
Jacob Krachmalnick. He is also a
mystical Christian beliefs . The Residence , Assistant Professor of Poetry , The Yale Review, The Amer ican Poetry which are
co~poser nnd critic.
piece was written ro be per- English. Jerald Bullis, and. Writer . Nation. The Chicago Tribune. described in the course catalogue
Conti-Entin- will play the horn formed in a large, expansive area
in Residence, Assistant Professor and other leading periodicals . unde r English 21 and 48
concerto for winds, brass , piano such as a cathedral or the open
of English ~ark Dintenfass , will Noll · has recently finished The respectively .
and percussion by David Amram. air.

LUCC._- budget approved

Wind _Ensemble, Band
play Sunqay .in Chapel -

American poet to teach at LU
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perennial Gove.rnor Sera
off-board pla'.1s. _Now. I feel very They adjourned at mid-mo
10
so~ry for - brmgmg
a whole to address the fresh
To the Editor:
briefcase full of Board of He;ilth seminars though inadvertflii
associated
Rarefy in my four years as a v_iolations like feathers from a ended up' at DeBruin's, w
c ollegiale
Vol. XCV-No. 26
I
p ress
student at Lawrence have I been f~sh an_d a tooth . That :,vas pretty Cha,irperson Mamie Eisenho
so appalled or ashamed of the s1ckenmg, you know , Just before . was waiting. _
narrow-mindedness and arrogant dinner ~nd all that. And the' - Th,e ir Findings:
attitude of the product of our so- Vegetarian Club! whose mem1. No beneficial purgatl'te
called liberal education as I was bers cooked their own food ~t . effects ha·d resulted as yet, n
upon reading Jeff .Jackson:s Downer,. was too successful .so 1t that this was a major concern a
views on Mary Probst s photos m demoralized the re~ular staff. So Lawrence University.
the library . I wonder if during the be careful . When issues get too
2. Protective padding should be
past four years of attaining wh~t hot, talk about buttered versus replaced in the Kohler elevator
Editor's Note : This editorial from 1974 is being reprinted by' he referred to as his "wisdom " it unbutt~red toast because the because of recent brain damage
popular demand .
.
had ever crossed Mr. Jackson 's goon~ hke to talk about thos~ sort to late-night male visitors.
w e are a ppalled at the deterioration of ~he . ~awrence mind that his failure to see of thmgs . ..
.
3. A cycl.otron is to be install!!lf
communi ty. ·n is splitting apart at the_ ~earns. It 1s d1v1ded-torn anything but "over-sized breasts
_The police-state security (for amusement purposes only)
a ssunder in to fac tions , cliques, coaht10ns . It has resorte~ to and buttocks" in the photographs measures sound neat, too_. Just fn the quadrangle so men Ca(l
·internicine warfare . We are dangerously near s~lf destruction . · of a nude woman might possibly last · ~ear they gave us figures, have dizzy spells. A mornln!f,:
President Smith is worried ; recently , he gave his pr~gram for com e from a distortion in his own showmg about 950 people . ea~h after Vlasicpickle booth is al~ ·
the reincarna tion of the community . In our pr~scnphve mood , perceptions and from his own stole a complete place settmg 10 the planning stage. There will~
we propos.e to offer an alternative - a panacea , a great Pepto- ina bility to conceive of these body one and~ half te~s . (November Rolaids for the ladies to
parts as anything but lewd and Lawrenban) You pay $5,000 a ameliorate harmful side-effects
Bismol for our hurts .
.
.
.
. .
degrading
?
year to eat and do other thmgs gleaned
from
prolonged
Internal cohesion is greatest m a COJ?mumty wh~n it 1s
As a woman who looked at her~ ; you sho_uld have some \ ignorance of , Reader's l)lgest
threa tened by an outside force . That outs1d~ force which ~as those photographs . and saw feelmg of security.
.
warnings about other pills. Diet
threatened our very existence as a viable community nothing of what Mr . Jackson
Well , enough of this cute pills were not mentioned. Addedica ted to higher learning has arrived. We m~st act now!!! referred to , I would like to ~ollege sarcasm . You-~l?wns are mission
fees
are being
w e thought it was President Smith ; we thought 1t was Thomas suggest the possibility that Mary Just. what the authorities were negotiated. "Bio-rhythms plea
Headrick ; we thought it was dissident faculty me~bersi might have been trying to do looking for . I can see th~t yo~ for restoration,'.:_ Dr. Browtt
a pathetic students, unsympathetic trustees , poqr alumm . No. something other than pose for the were the buttered '.versus ~- shouted soulfully.
Lawrence men in order to satisfy buttered toast _fanah~s. I know
It's the BUGS.
· .
4. The miracle plays schedul
That's right. These nasty crawlers areomi:ucpresent. They their unruly desires, . and. that it you~ ave a pub~ic chair space for for presentation this week
a r e destroying our life-style as we once kn~w 1t. No longer can was perhaps his own inability to the congregation members to should be re-scheduled to co
we walk outside and breathe at the same hme. No longer:- can get beyond the conception of a speak their p~ace but I spoke cide with this swnmer's religio
female ·nude photo as something e~e~y other Friday at 4:00 fo; two and pastoral convention
we s tudy with the lights on. N? longer can we ~et fresh air b~ other than a pin-up that caused. years about the aforem~ntioi,ied abetting the transfers o
opening the windows . They re awful ; . they re ~healthy , such a violent reaction in him .
meal plans -and quahty 111~- beneficial pamphlets and whi
they're dangerous ; they 're a damned nmsa_nce. We ve got to . If the idea behind Women's provements. They told me-that if robed "beatific" visions. "Sb
do something . What we propose will both rid us of the awful Week was to have women in the I didn'. t have anything" con- Te was quite enough for me" Di\
buggers a nd create a sense of community so mournfully community feel ,free enough to structive to say then get out: :poes Duke lamented.
'
open up and share some aspect of !'cons_tructive''. . m;an building
Jacking a t Lawrence.
·
.·
5. A new lalllldry macblne
From now on everyone will kill as many of the critters as themselves and to explore the s~_curity parhh?ns · .I ~~ggest franchise must be hired aj ·onee
possible in the c~urse of one's daily business. That me:1ns various roles involved in being a they put metahc- st~ips_ 10 the by the University to foresd
everyone : From the highest administrator to the lowhest woman, then I . have to appla1:1d bread and demagnetize it at the dangerous attrition tendencies
maintenance man , from the brightest faculty member to th~ Mary 's honesty and courage m end of the food line as is done at Lawrence and to better cl111:a!~i'~~,1
coming forward and subjecting our library. Then there wouldn't " Irony"' from the comm
mos! incompetentstudent. A~d. ~hen th~ tr~stees and ~lumm herself to public scrutiny on a be $40!000 bread losses du~ t~ lalllldry loads so further n
come on campus, they too will kill: We II kill them with our campus this conservative and theft, hke last y__ea_r. A qu~sbon.
tragedies can be avoided.
textbooks ; we'll kill them with our term papers, res~a~~h intolerant of.any i.dea-or person at Did the food committee write that "'Chemicals and machines must
notes ; memoranda. We'll step on them as they're basking _m all devoid from the norm , Mary, letter? It has the style of ~he. be used," said Dr. Plantal!ob,
the sun on the hot cement. We can all go out to Lake Wm- , like many women ; has both experienced bureaucra~. Like "when human efforts fail. As for
nebago and destroy them at t~e source.
.
sexuality and intellect, c~m- something T'.1ss W~lll:d .relea~e attrition, I wouldn't wish Detroit
A sense of community will be re-estabhshed because passion and aloofness, clothmg on the expans10n of civil rights 10 Diesel on my mother-in-law,
.
, . ,much -.~; Jess ·callow.: -• !Un•
everyone will be doing it - and keeping track of their score. and nakedness, and was por- • the USSR.
We'll have Bug Killer of the Week awards announced at the traying merely one aspect of . The food committee ·.issues dergr.aduates." The linen·se~ice
aren't important ; I only write also came llllder heavy fire, if the
Friday Happy Hours . Monthly Grand Winners will be an- herself.
What angered me so much was this because after dealing with · ever-present blood and violent
nounced at Faculty Meetings. The Chairman of the Board of
Trustees will announce term winners at the Trustee meetings. not Jeff Jackson's opinion of what those dictators I hate to let you rends· on campus sheets. and
he~saw, but rather his being ~o get by with making this §oundlike pillow-cases-os'tensibly clean
And just think , the yearly winner will be honored at presumptuous as to think that his the Age of Reform. Specifically, sheets and pillowcases - were any
Graduation - with a scholarship fund established in bis or h~r own limi~ed persp~tive wa~ the the third and last paragriiphs.Jt · indication, Gov. Scranton 4
name.
!inal wort! on ~hat 1_n ~act existed is too hard to pass up com- vised "slow rides" a~d protec~ n
The rules of the game are simple and straight-forward: or ought to exist. His.Judgrpental men ting on the way you speak so of the stoi:k"popul·abon.
1) One (1) bug counts for one (1 ) point.
,
and vindictive tone · was in_- blithely of buildin'g securify -... .Their Reasons:
dicative of c1, mind already closed partitions for a food -center.
1. Miles _Davis gets up witli
2) Despite the fantastic mathematical progression,
on the subject. It is unfortunate Visitors will ~till be smuggled in even if the ever-popular Matrill
copulating bugs are worth only two (2) points .
_
3) Beca use of the Honor code, there will be no fudging of that while outwardly, as Jeff and food smuggled out unless doesn't.
admits, much, has been done to there are guards and a " stop and
2. General Dwight D8'
scores. We a r e all honorable people.
· . .
4) Scores will be totalled and tabulated by an Jmpartial elevate the awareness of women frisk " authority. I can 't Wait for Eisenhower, 34th President,.
on this campus, we still have a that:
·'
·
was said to have a prostate gl
jur y (that' ll be some trick ) and announced at the appropriate long way to go-:- His . letter __ i,s
Don 't botlier. to reply to this the -size of an Irish potato (
tim es a nd places .
·
evidence that a liberal education Jetter unless you ' ·know of a who attended a school wli
And tha t 's it. Pure and simple. We don't need_ more does not necessarily re§ult in'.an perfunctory and. ·useless com- honor violations exceed tho!le
m e m or a nd a , better communication , a more open atmosphere open 'mind or on~e that.is receptive mitt,ee I might join- for . laughs. . L.U. milth classes) was as hasty
or four separate offices for President Smith. We just need a
to a new perspective on .an 01:~ , Preferably- one that ' meet.s on in ordering tfie D-Day assault and
li ttle fri endl y competition . We will get all the "meaningful" issue. While Mr . Jackson 1s Wednesdays. One , I eouldn 'L h:elpingwith the Marshall plan as
·
his, physicians were in advising
interaction we need when killing bugs together on the Main certainly entitled to 'his QWn possibly take seriously. -·
Hall lawn.
opinion , it both ,a ngers and
As i:eality draws near , I run golf, fishing, train rides, and a
saddens me to think-that he felt so screaming. -..._
· painful operation in dealing with
The Lawrentian is published ea ch week of the college year except during
strongly
re_
pulsed
by
_
those
Your
friend
and
mine,
his problem. " Not that this helps
vacations and examination periods by The Lawrentian of Lawreflce
photographs as to.have t? _make a
Sincerely enough to su_it me,
poor lads marooned on th
University. Appleton, Wisconsin. Printing is by Bargain Bulletin; Inc. of Ao·
public statement m so b1tmg and
-JOHN VALENTINE seventh floor on rainy full-moon
pleton. Second class postage paid at Appleton, Wisconsin 54911. Mail subscriptions are $5.50 per year; overseas airmail $15, seamail, $6.50.
vengeful a tone. One only hopes.
nights," Dr. Simon commented.
I
Letter s to the Editors and items for This Week at LU may be submitted no
that some_wher~ along the l~ne
S
3. Anita Bryant's urange-,juice
later than 9 p.m. Wednesday for publication that week. They must •be typed;
Jeff Jackson will learn to give
and family-bible plan was
double-spaced. Notices will be accepted only for the current week. .
.
those who are -different from / To the Editor :._
,
rejected
as _ - being
too
We will print only signed letters. Signatures will, of course, be withheld
himself a' _chance, or wilI at least
My photogr~~~s were not "wholesome" by the panel, and
upon request. The Lawrentian reserves the right to alter or a.bridge letter.s
without changing meaning, and tp reject material it deems unsuitable.
.
ac~n.owledge their right to co- mea~t to be def!mt1ve of women . , while certainly· "benign," wa:
Opinions expressed in The Lawrentlan are not necessarily those ol
exist.
Ar mterpr~tahon reflects t~e not considere{l "contemporary
Lawrence University, its administration, faculty or students.
-LIZ KAPLINSKI , mmd of the beholder ; Jackson·s enough. This, however, is clearly
comments , ~owever uncl~ar , a matter of interpretation.
reveal onir his own perspectives . Conservative parents and former
Editor-in -Chief
Susan Reeves
Managing Editor
and experiences.
·
health center staffers may of
Jean Erickson
News Editor
To the Editor :
-MARY PROBST course have different opinions on
Jody Feldman
Feature Editor
, Greetings Food Committee,
Jeff Hawley
purges at the pre-natal level.
Arts Editor
JoEllen.Ottenberg
Thanks for the nice letter in the
4. Fifty-cent quarts are more
Sports Ed itor
Earl Patterson
Lawrentian . As. an old member, To the Editor :
" funky ," and cordial to collegiate
Business Manager
Jeff Royer'
I'm really glad to hear · the
_A Blue Ribbon panel met early wild-oats-sowing-syndrome ses·
Circulation Managers
Amos Miner
committee is doing so· well . You Wednesday to consider certain sions.
GregOpelka
.
see,
they
dissolved
the
old
food
Photography Editor .
Nancy Gazzola
recommendations for continuing
5. The soul should not be
Production Editor
Laura Spiess
committee back in October of '74. the, many programs designed to Bohemianized but nicely dressed :
Artists
Chris Austin
I realize now my mistake was in Purge Lawrence before the and cleanly -pressed so that
Rand11II Colton
not taking it seriously like, you money runs ' oul. Its members may '. swoon
\
slowly an
guys. I see my errors. That idea were Doctors Georgio J . Plan- frangrantly as it is purged. C.
REPORTERS: Karl Albrecht, Cathi Bourne, Lynn Brackenridge, Pete
Copeland , Debbie Davidson, David Gibson, Diane lchkoff, Eileen Kellar,
about · french toast on Sundays tacou, the noted Veterans Ad: vote on this one was 3-2, with
Chr is McCa rthy, Pam Marshak, Rebecca Moorhead, Sylv:ia Long, Kathy
was great ! And I never e\ren ministratioo gynecologist ; abstention due to snoozing.)
Sellin, Bill Shaw, Keith Spurgeon. Jane Thessin and Leigh Thompson and
. thought of self-service cottage James Brown, director of funk
Jim Reich.
,
,
·
The panel · agreed that o
cheese. But I have to warn you from Philadelphia; Ripcord therapeutic actions were
PHOTOGRAPHY ST;AFF: Da,n Barreto, Mary Ellen Carolan, David Davenport,
not
to
carry
these
reforms
too
Jim Hoskins, Roehl Loveland, Patricia Morris and Luis Romero.
Gonzo Duke, a P,olitical tainly possible to think of,
PRODUCTION STAFF: Page Danley.
far . A,Jways remember ' what authority; Paul Simon, the essentially, everybody's a:
PHONES: Office, ext. 600. Reeves, ext. 646 (414) 739-368'1.
· happened. to your predecessors. Grammy-award-winner; Robert when it comes to thera
!'low I see that it was simply Young, television personality and
F
1,nsane to request an optional two avid. reader of the LIFE
BADLEROYP
meal per day plan or voluntary , Maga~ne special issues; and the
TheSolaUee
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PUBLIC NOTICE

As a result of an incident earlier
this year, the Honor. Council has
resear<:,hed both faculty and student
responsibility under the Honor Code
and has concluded:
No penalties for a purported
Honor Code violation may be administered by any faculty member
without Honor Council adjudication.
Furthermore, any student who has
received a penalty without Honor
Council adjudica tion may appeal his
or her case to the Honor Council.
The Honor Council has been
awaiting a detailed report promised
!>Y Steve Douglass , assistant
professor of mathemetics , before
i~suing a public statement in
response to the action taken by
_Douglass last No_vember concerning
suspected cheating in his Calculus 12
cour~e. The Council has not yet
received the report, but our position
on the matter must be set forth .

According to the C
.,
lions and d f
ounc1l s func Hon
u i~s. determination of an
~he jri~~?:ti~~~~t;~~ tso~~~efo~~:r
fo/m!~n~!rnr~;~~ \not responsib)~
Honor Council e w onor C?d~. The
established ·
as origmally
facult
f m part to relieve the
O
H
Y
such an obligation
owev~r, . it is a professor ' ~
respons1b1hty to contact either th
D;a.n of Student Affairs or th!
c a irman of the Honor Council if
he suspects a violation. If charges
are preferred , it is up to the Council
to a ~~ upon the case and administer
punitive n:easures if necessary.
Unsanctioned resolution of purJ >orted cases of academic dishonesty '
is a threat to student rights . In order
to avoid futur e mi shandling of
suspected Honor Code infractions
the Honor Council has published thi~
statem ent to furth er cl arify its own
role and the roles of students and
faculty m upholding the Lawrence
Honor System .

~.:~~-~-',~ 'E1,i~ .~ ,~9-~1~.t ~·._FILM _ !?n Vie~nam.:_ l;l_earts

To the Editor:
To the Lawrence University
Board or Trustees:

,

the administration. We question whether
our tuition fees have been used appropriately and wisely. For example , what
has happened to the plans and the capital
campaign designated for such projects as
the renovation of Main Hall , the addition to
Worcester Art Center , the new floor in
Youngchild, and the endowment fund ? The
capital campaign was started as far back
as 1972 with a tenative completion date for
these projects of March , 1976. How much
of the $10 million goal has been raised .and
where is it ? As of this time, all we have is a
new library . Have all the funds been
directed there? Other questions arise in
regards to the Bjorklunden estate .
Presently , the facilities at Bjorklunden
can accommodate only a small number of
people comfortabl y , rendering the
prope~ty almos t useless for group
educational and recreational purposes.
Wh y hasn 't the University developed
means of using the estate more effecti vely
so as to allow maximal use by the .
Lawrence community?
· Th ere are many other areas in which
the student body ha s been left in the dark
re ga rding admini s tr a ti ve poli cy an d
fundin g. As a result , mi sinformatio n is
rarely corrected. Therefore, we as futur e ·
aiun:ini will seriously reconsider supporting Lawrence fin anciall y or recommending the school to prospecti ve students
until these questions are full y answered
and the present trends and goals of
Lawr enc e
Uni ve r s ity
c riti ca ll y
reeaxamined by the Board of Trustees .
Signed ,

Next year , as the members of the class
of 1976 enter jobs or graduate school
Lawrence will want to cite them a~
statistics to assess and promote the quality
of a Lawrence education . . They will be
considered as examples of the type of
students Lawrence prides iteself in turning
out . But before Lawrence does cite the
achieyements of the senior class for the
pron:iotion of its own growth , we, the unders1~ned seniors, would like to express
our views on several issues .
First , we are disturbed about the
decision on . the part of the trustees to
reduce the faculty by two professors next
year and possibly in following years: The
effect this may have on the quality of
education available to students in the
future could lie very detrimental. We are
also concerned about the dissension this
prop_osal has caused within the facult y,
particularly between tenured and nontenured members. As a result of the intrafaculty friction , we as students are
)osing out. Many students are finding it
mcreasingly difficult to consult with
professors outside of their own discipline
' without feeling the need to defend the
department of their-major . There is also
noticeable tension within dep11rtments . As
a consequence , a liberal arts education is
being sacrificed.
We are also concerned with the
faculty 's reported antagonism toward
administrative policy and the feeling of
many faculty member~ that the administration is · suppressing their ELLIOT A. BERLIN
creativity in terms of little or no en- PRISCILLA CAMPBELL
couragement for . intellectual and MARY ELLY N CAROLAN
scholastic growth . When several members ANGELA H. CO NNOLLY
of the faculty did express themselves SUSAN E. COOK
DILLI NGHAM
openly , administrative repercusions were JANE
BONNY EMDIN
incurred . Furthermore, it is the opinion JANE A. HANSEN
among many faculty members that REBECCA ANN HUSTON
criticism of administrative policy is futile . NANCY JORGENSEN
We can't help but notice the recent high LIZ KAPLINSKI
turnover rate·among the junior faclilty and MICHAEL LOFTON
the large number of prospective candidate EBAN LEE McCLENAHAN
refusals for positions at Lawrence in an MARY MILEWSKI
~)ready tight job market with.out feeling MARY RICHTER
'that something must be wrong on this JANET SAUERS
campus.
JONELLE M. SECARD
Finally, we are concerned · about the ANN VAN TILBURG
possiblll misuse of funds and facilities 'by

~owmg ne~t weekend for Film Classics. Don't miss 1t.
.·

/

Friday 11 June:

·Graduation weekend
activities·announced
by Ann Franc1s
The graduation of the Class of
1976 is quickly approaching .
Activities in the offing include an
appearance by Matrix, a buffet
picnic, and a party at the 1\'1idway
Lodge for seniors, parents and
faculty. . ·
Kathy Greene,
'76, cochairman of the commencement
committee, was enthusiastic
about the party this year. ·"We're
really . pushing for all seniors to
attend .the party, " she said. "It's
a good opportunity for parents
and faculty to socialize. Sunday
morning
(before
commencement) .is a bad time to try
and meet people."
All faculty .and administrators ·
have received invitations to the
function, which was held at the
Conway-last y~r. Greene feels
last year's party was not a
success because the Conway's
facilities were too small . "The
People at the Midway have been
very helpful, and we don't think
there will be any problems with
room," she added.
Tickets _for the party , the
:3turday picnic and the Sunday
runch are available at the Box
OCfice and Will be sold at Downer
during dinner hours ·next week .
Tic~ets for the pai:tY are $3.50 per
seruor. Parents and friends are
admitted free of charge.

Lawrentians who wish to attend will be charged $1.00 at the
door .
Seniors are also urged to pickup tickets for Commencement
exercises· at the Box Office. Two
tickets will be issued to each
senior , and extra tickets will be
given out beginning 31 May on a
first-come basis . Tickets will be
used only if commencement' is
held in the Chapel due to rain .
Caps and gowns may be rented
at Conkey's for $5 . After 24 May ,
however, there will be an additional $2 charge.
Greene reports that there has
been a good response to opening
dorm rooms to parents . " Most
people who requested rooms have
been accommodated. Our concern now is to move people out of
their rooms on time."
·
The senior class voted to
establish a Tree and Ground
Maintenance Fund as the class
·gift. The funds are to be used for
long range ·maintenance and
planting on the -campus.
The gift is not a Jump sum
endowed to the University , but is
an indication of the general
purpose fqr which the graduation
class would like endowm ents to
be used.
The commencement activities
are scheduled as follows :

10 am : Commencement
exercise rehearsal. All
seniors are ·asked to participate. If unable to attend,
please make arrangements
with the Dean .
5 pm : Senior_ class picnic at
City Park , behind the
Chapel.
_8 pm Senior commencement
concert at the Chapel , at
which Matrix will be
featured. There will also be
an open house at the Union
for seniors , parents and
faculty .
Saturday 12 June:
8: 30 am: Phi Beta Kappa
breakfast at Downer.
Noon : Buffet picnic on the
Main Hall Lawn for
everyone except seniors .
Music will be provided .
2-4 pm : President's reception
for seniors and their
families at President
Smith 's house.
9-midnight : Party at Midway
Motor Lodge · for seniors,
parents, faculty and administration . There will be
live music and dancing .
Sunday 13 June:
8 am : Baccalaureate services
sponsored by LU Christian
Fellowship .
9- 10 :30 a m : Brunch at
Downer. There will be a
charge for everyone except
seniors .
11
a m : Commencement
exercises on the Main Hall
La wn , weather permitting,
or in the Chapel. The
speaker will be Scott
Momaday of the Compar a ti ve
Literature
Department of Stanfor(i
University . Coffee will be
served after the exercises .

~Miracle Plays~
by Debbie Davidson
.
Set against the lush greeness of
Union Hill the story of Creation
unfolds in verse and music. The
Creation and-Fall of Lucifer, The
Creation of Adam and Eve , and
The Fall of Man make up a
trilogy of medievaJ Miracle Plays
from the York Cycle . Although
the theme of the plays is of course
Christian , the y
are
not
propaganda . Traditionally
performed during religious
holidays , they are simple
·enactments of an old legend that
are intended as much for enjoyment as instruction .
Naturally there are no surprises in the plot , so don 't expect
suspense ; But the fifteenth
century dialogue is lively and the
simple costumes contribute to a

medieval atmosphere . The small
cast which includes Dorian Ross
as God , J ohn Petrac ek as
Lucifer , and Steve Anderson and
Patty Nelson as Adam and E ve is
versatil e and has the air of a
tra velling troupe such as must
have perform e d th ese pla ys
centuries ago . Union Hill is the
ideal setting for the trilogy in
spite of whatever worldly uses it
may be put to at oth~r ti mes .
Only the lake flies spoil this
springtime paradise .
Under
Karen
Willi a ms '
direction , " Three Me die val
Plays " come alive . Although
brief , these plays are highl y
entertaining. Come to the bottom
of Union Hill at 7 :00 this Friday
or Saturday night and experience
for yourself.

Spring Term 1976 Exam Sched~le
Monday, June 7
8 :30 a.m.
1:30 p.m.

8:30MWF
2:50 MWF'

8:30 a.m.
1:30 p .m.

11:lOMWF
2:30TT

8 :30 a.m.
1:30 p.m.

9:50 MWF
l:30MWF

8:30 a.m.
1:30 p.m .

10:30TT
12:30TT

Tuesday , June 8

Wednesday , June 9

Thursday , June 10
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MD/LU ·merge ·unexpected ·
Community astounded
by Lvnn Brackenridge

The merger . of MilwaukeeDowner College and ' Lawrence
College was announced to both
campuses at the same time on
Tuesday morning , 22 October,
1963. It came as a complete
surprise to faculty and students
of both schools. The decision to
consolidate was made by the
Boards of Trustees. of Lawrence
and Milwaukee-Downer and the
schools' presidents , Curtis Tarr
and John B. Johnson , Jr .
According to President Smith
and some form.e r Downer faculty
members , there was quite an
emotional response to the announcement. Students and
faculty of M-D were stunned,
upset , and reduced to tears _when
they realized the full meanmg of
the announcement.
The reasons for. the merger
were many , but the determining
factor was the presence and
expansion of the University of
Wisconsin-Milwaukee, which was
situated directly across the street
from M-D. In the early 60's, state
schools began to expand. As UWM was growing, M-D was finding
that its enrollment was dropping
and its endowment and gifts from
the Milwaukee community were
decreasing. Milwaukee-Downer
then reached a crisis, said
Ronald Tank , professor of
geology , and former Downer
faculty
member .
UW-M
threatened to buy Downer 's
property by establishing eminent
domain , whereby the state could
authorize the purchase of land for
use by the state with or without
the consent of the owner . The
president of M-D, John Johnson ,
protested that this would be yet

another exampl_e of state schools
swallowing up private schools.
UW-M agreed and began to look
for land elsewhere. ·
UW-M could expand in three
other directions . Unfortunately,
this would mean tearing down
residential districts and re building the area , all of which
would take time . The city would
also lose tax dollars by engaging
in this scheme. The press favored
the expansion of UW-M by buying
M-D 's campus, ·"and by holding
out and forcing UW-M to ·move in ·
another direction , they were only
hurting themselves," said Tank .
" UW-M set the time table for MD."

A committee of five faculty
members and one member of the
Board of Trustees was selected to
investigate l!Jternatives. According to Arthur Thrall,
professor of art , the committee
found two ways to avert the
catastrophy. The first would be to
merge with UW-M , but to keep MD as an honors college and keep
its identity . The second alternative would be to move the
college outside . the _c ity, as
Goucher College had done. The
committee reported to M-D's
Board of Trustees ; the Board
replied with nods and smiles and
"yes, we 'll have1o look into that"
types of remarks. A faculty panel
discussion took place on 3 June,
1963, and nothing more was said
until the startling announcement
of 22 October .
The announcement, made by
M-D Board Chairman Charles W.
Stone, said that all the activities
of M-D College would be transferred to Appleton . All faculty
members would have the option
of ' teaching at Lawrence,
retaining the same status they

POEMS
WANTED
The WISCONSIN SOCIETY OF POETS
is cornpliling a book of poems., If YOl,I
ha ve written a poem and would like our
selection committee to consider it for
publication, send your poem and a self-addressed stamped envetopeto:

WISCONSIN SOCIETY OF POETS
2450 W. Wells St.
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53233

held at Downer. All students who
decided to transfer would be
given· full credit for work completed at M•D. After the merger,
Lawrence Coilege would become
Lawrence University.
At that time, M-D had about 150
students , & 30 full time faculty
members. Lawrence College had
about 700 inen and 500 women
students . Lawrence was to
receive all the proceeds from the
sale of the M-D campus plus
Downer 's endowment fund of
almost $3 million. This was to be
used to establish a Downer Trust
Fund for any expenditure that
would benefit the women of the
University.
Ac~o·rding
to
President Smith , the endowment
and sale of the · property
"essentially doubled Lawrence 's
endowm·e nt.''
Concerned students have
wondered if the same tfiing could
happen to Lawrence . Davol
Meader , vice president for
development and external affairs , said "I do not see any
. parallels yet." Gilbert Swift,
director of alumni- l'elations,
agrees that it is not a significant
possibility. He said' that "it is
healthy for any business, and a
college "is a business , to take a
look at itself thoughtfully ," as
Lawrence is doing now. But in the
words of one who wishes to _ .
, Photo by. Roelif Loveland
remain anonymous, "I would..not
rule out the possibility! "
BOB BRIGHTMAN -re.fers to his Narragansett mountain (ele-

vation 13 ft.) to explain a new behavior theory.

To effectively --- and ei:n- pathetically deal with their male
c!ients , Plann~d. Parenthood·has
recently decided to add a male to
their counseling-clinical staff .
" The decision came after a lot of
thinking and a lot-of time," said
.
,
Lynn Zimmerman,
7.6, a coµnselor at PP.
.
Since Zimmerman wiJI be
leaving at the end -of the year,
there will · be a · work-study
position open for ', both the summer anj the . following -school
year. !'We realize- that w€ say
females can relate more easily to
other femares," said Zimmerman , "and we woUld only be
kidding ourselves if we did not ·
admit the · same is true for
males ."
·
Most of · PP's cTiintele is ·,between the ages of'18 and
tho4gh
many teenagers alSQ rely on tli~
services provided by PP . "We
. need to reach a lot ITIOre teenage
boys," said Zimmerman . '"It's a
gamble on our-part, but we think
there's a sizable .clientele . out
there. It only makes sense. "
PP wants a counselor who is

2~;

1

creative and has enough ·_ turn in toy fap -sess!9n. If a-ma)e
initiative To suggest and to in-- counselor were part of the group-; stitute new programs. Insight Ill-6.re..- teens·_ would bring :fb,eir
into the particular ne(lds- of male parfhers: - ·
- · .
clients is another quality pp is
The new eounselor will also. be
seeking, since such a perspective taking over. many of the speaking·
wo·ul<;I make tht: organization
more responsi·ve to a wi·der cross
responsibilities Zimmerman •now
· fulfills. Planned Parenthood
section ·of the communi,ty.
The' new counselor would be · r~c~ives numer~us req_uests from
dealing · with' males who are schools and .co~munit_y groups
seeking _pre-marital · counseling - for leetures on ~hfferen~ aspeets
.,
. .
• . of sex-::re1ated counseling and
contraceptive
con- pp•s par t·1cul ar programs and
· dcounselmg,
VD
traceptives an
treatment. serv-ices "The a
· r 11
"A case of VD seems to. bring ~~
beginni~g to ~~ao~s
many o_ther. problems for,,wh1~h - around;" said Zimmermfm, "and
c?unselmg 1s n~cessa~y , said we.'re getting swamped- with .
Z1m'?erman .
VJ? 1-s oft.en_ requests for speakers." ·
considered a serious -social
disease , and not just another
in - a conservative city like
thing to get.rid of."
- Appleton, according to ZimThe male counselor would also .merman, there is much criticism
assist in tlfe clinical.area. A male directe·d by the community
is ·n eeded to supervise the taking agai!_lst · various
Planned
of VD cultures. Since the culture Parenthood acHvities. Thus, for
is taken by the client himself a
the organization to get so much
female is not aliowe<;I in the roo~.
positive reinforcement~ or at
In addition, the man wou)d · least not negative sanction, is a
counsel te-en couples . Zim- sign of some success and some
merman now holds a teen class probable influence on the comevery week, w):Iich she hopes -to munity at large.

:e\!

Full Selection of Bike Tripping and Repairing Books
Including Richard's Bicyle Book, 2.95 .
'
The Let's Go Budget Guide To Britan and Ireland
Harvard Student Agencies, 3.95 ·
'
The 1976-77 Where to Stay in USA for SOC to Sl0
a Night, 2.95

'

Next week is the last chance to
order ~aps and gowns ·without
incurring a service charge.

Many New Sale Books ar e in.
50% off on Major Novels by Patrick White
Iris Murdoch and others.
,_

~
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The Lawrentian Guide to the A -venue

r

I

by Jeff Hawley
'.]'he Avenue. Freshmen Frats falling flat on their
faces, stumbling from 1:iub to pub. "Hitting" every one.
Yes, you must "do", the Avenue (among other things)
in order to join . the Phi I2.e1ts. And you must do the
Avenue at least once in- order to graduate from
Lawrence.
.
'
· '"The Avenue." starts with Sammy's East Pasties
goes we;ist on College to Richm.ond. Then after crossing
the street:, you zip back the pther way - till you hit
DeBruins . Fifteen bars in all; 8 on the south , 7 on the
north.
Clarifications. I hope you know the subtle . but
important difference between a " bar" , " tavern " and
"saloon," because I don't. I just made them up. If I call
a plac~ a "bar" you know it has a . bad reputation .
Unless you are accompanied , by football primates , or
are just fu1turally greasy. you would be better off
skipping tho~e joints. _
"
The differences between taverns and saloons are
slight. Taverns are somewhat noisy , but only on
weekends .. They don't have noisy noise .they just have
"ndise." Unassuming; uppercrust crowds who -wear
clean underwear and clean undershirts are
pr.edominent. One~half to three quarters of the patrons
order mixed drinks. And some of them eyen snort coke
on occasion.
·
Saloons are more cumbersome to define. They
have more dirt on the floor, more smoke in the air, and
if there are women there ; chances are they don '. t play
the_violin .
.
'·
I'm just about ready . Why don't you pour me a
glass .

"JOE, don'! you know she's the boss ' daughter?"

Photo by Mory Ellen Carolan

5. I-was going to be real subtle, and say something to be on the sa fe side. If you walk in these places,
. like you should be in a ga y frame of mind before you please have yo ur sleeves rolled up . yo ur tatoos
step into Doris's Sup.e r Bar. but then aga in that sounds polished. your leather jacket 's leather . yo ur sideburns
too corny. Doris is Appleton's only gay , fairy, down lo your chins. and yo ur supporters on . If not, God
homesexual-type bar , Funny thing, though , when you help yo u. You 'll remember DJ L's from first term when
walk in here. everything .looks brown . Brown walls , some townie got sta bbed in the a bdom en. If you go in
brown paneling, brown floors , brown bar ·stools, brown , here. yo u have to be either a gorill a , or insane. A
brown. brown . The third annual Fox Valley Gay million-dollar life insurance policy would help also .
12 . .I.W . Puddy 's ha s expensive food , well-dressed
Association sign hangs over the D. Bowie , discoflooded jukebox. If you are not a homesexual , a Bi- townies. a few Law rentians, a pleasant atmosphere ,
centennial , or a "mice-man" Monty Pithonism , you and it's within. walking di.stance. Sounds like an adhave no business being here. Last time I walked in vertisement I must admit , yet it is one of the nicest
here. a "cribbage-playing" client asked me to " bite places to go to . if you wa nt to both eat and drink .
13. i\volon i\nn·s: a small tavern-saloon wi th a
his tongue." " Enough of this ." I muttered.
6. Sarge's : (bar) has record hops every night of the sharp-looking part-time bartender name Pam . She is
week . Some DJ sits on a chair and pulls records all also a student at UWO. This place takes in mostly 40
night. Sarge's looks like a converted muni.cipal ye(l r. old regulars . Avolon means paradise in Greek,
building . cemented and gawdy , Sarge's has its share of but I don 't think it would be paradise to yo u.
· 14. Larry's Badger Bar (more like a tavern ). One
blue-coflars. The one night I was there, a fight broke
·thing to keep in mind before you go to Larry 's: You go
out within 15 minutes . Not many altar boys here .
7. Josef's is a·tavern only Thursday nights. That's there.to eat . not to drink . Best hom emade soup in town .
because they have bluegrass for fifty cents. It's a
15. Best time to go the to the De Bruins is on a
saloon on all other nights.
· 8. Brass baseball and bowling trophies "catch" the Saturday morning . Bring along the Morning Sentinel ,
eye at Catcher Joe's. They also have a five yard and order a coke . Notice how all the alcoholics try fo
shuffleboard. If your neck is not scarlet red, or if your tell yo u their life stories. Fun . isn't if?
There yo u ha ve it. fellow derelicts . bohemians , and
mother does not work at a paper mill, again no reason
Dionysian s. Now . drink up '
for hanging around .
9, 10, 11 , I checked out the One More Bar. Davie's
. .Joneses Locker, and P ..J.'s af4 :30 in the afternoon just

Photo by Mory Ellen Carolan

__!FTHIS IS the Bue.k's dressin_g room, that's where I want to be .
THE AVENUE

I. Sammy:s Pizza Pasties - alias The Mark . One

thing's for sure ,· I hate the new name . The Mark had
-~ much more class. "The Sammy's" just doesn 't cut it .
This place is a Lawrence favorite , though. Plenty of
room . spicy pizza at semi-reasonable prices . Watch out
for the "Bank Shot" pinball ;-it's a cheat. I reac;.l:1ed
fifty thou. twice on my last ball , and it didn't even give
me my extras . '
..
2.·Moving on to Jim's: definiteiy a saloon. C & W
crowd. smelly. putrid atmosphere, necks , partially
red . They have quarter Oly. on tap and nice kissing
booths in the back.
·
3. Retson's nee "Th'e Shack": tavern. Late-teens
and early twenties - townies show up here, except for
one night back in January. All the bopperettes looked
like they were 14. Sipping on kiddie cocktails_ incited
the Junior High flashbacks. Last I heard, they were
cllecking ID bracelets. - ·
4. Cleo's: tavern. The closest thing to a "college
bar." Tacky , tacky as hell as a -matter of fact. From
their X-Mas, and Easter ornamental hodgepodge, right
on down to their cans and napkins . Known for their
strong, mixed drinks; catch Cleo on a night when she
has had a few . You may get more for your money that
way .

Photo by Mory Ellen Carolan

"AND THEN I SAID to him, you should see my butterfly collection . . . "

Staff Vacancies
Admissions
Applications are now being accepted for the position of Admission
Counselor. l'.JNO fullctime positions will be available starting
approximately July 15. To qualify, app lications should : be
committed to the liberal arts, with a current, thorough, inti -·
mate knowledge of Lawrence programs and resources; demon. strate competence in interpersonal and communications-ski ll s; be
free and willing to travel up to 12 weeks during the year. Interested applicants shou ld submit a personal' resume and a kt_ter,
further explaining their interest and q·ualifications for thi s pos1tmn,
to Mr. Whitcomb, Personnel Director , 1;3rokaw Hall , Ext. 2;?4.
Applications are requested by June 8.

For Sale

Classic 1972 teal blue MGB-GT.
Custom trailer hitch . New
upholstery . Best offer . 734-5076.
Glasses lost

A pair of glasses was lost near
the WLFM studios in the Library .
They have large, tortoise-shell ,
rectangular frames . If located,
contact Susie Teumer at ext. 363.
Film found

"One Day Servic~"
311 East College Avenue

A Kodacolor II, C126, 12 exposure film cartridge was found
near the library . If you have lost
such an item, it can be claimed at
the Lawrentian office in the
basement of Main Hall .

. ,. ., -----------------------------------------------------------~=
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Toe stereo games: buying right
by Mark Miller
This is the first in a series of
three articles designed to aid the
inexperienced stereo enthusiast.

A stereo component system
consists of three major units : the
receiver ,
turntable,
and
speakers. If purchased intelligently , the owner will be
rewarded with countless hours of
listening enjoyment. Needless to
say , making a choice that
satisfies both taste and pocketbook requires a working
knowledge of stereo basics.
Choosing a reputable stereo
dealer is the first consideration.
Check out several stores and get
a feeling for the type of people
who work there . A reputable
salesman will take time to explain the pros and cons of different units in as nontechnical a
way as possible. The buyer will
be left to make his own choice ;
beware of high pressure sales
tactics .
Service is also important. Even
the most expensive , highest
quality equipment needs service
eventually. Everyone promises
service after the sale, but the
quality of that service depends
entirely on the integrity of the
salesman. In-store service is a
big advantage - equipment can
usually be fixed within a week . If
the dealer must send the unit to a
factory service center , repairs
often take from three to six
weeks.
The beginner should first
examine the receiver , which is a
combination of three basic audio
units - a tuner , preamplifier, and
power amplifier - all built into
one box , or chassis. The three
units are available separately ,
but the beginner will appreciate
the simplicity and price of the
three-in-one receiver .
Stereo dealers have dozens of
receivers to choose from; all with
different features and technical
specifications . Choosing a
receiver that meets your needs,
however, is not as difficult as it
looks!
Style, versatility, and perfo.rmance are all important
factors
when
comparing
receivers .
,
Many people are overly influenced .by the cosmetic appearance of_ a unit . Although
asthetic elements play a part in
the ultimate decision, style
should absolutely be the last
consideration for the serious
stereo shopper .
·
A versatile receiver is important , since it acts as the
control center for the rest of the
system . Most moderately priced
receivers have roughly the same
control flexi bi! ity . Added goodies
(provisions for two pairs of
speakers, midrange control , tape
duplication facilities , betweenstation muting , etc.) mean additional expense as well as extra
convenience.
Many of the
technical
specifications quoted by the
manufacturer are useless to the
average stereo buyer . . The
statement that "the FM intermediate frequency section
features a five stage limiter of
~igh-permormance IC and phase- ·
lmear ceramic filters' ~does little
to increase most peoples' un derstanding of the receive·r.
There are, however, several
important and easily qnderstood
ratings which explain most of the
receiver's overall performance.
I will first consider the power
amplifier section. Power output
ratings depend entirely on the
standard of mepsurement used .
For example, an amplifier might
be rated at 300 watts. If this
rating refers to 'Instantaneous
Peak Power ' , or ' IPP' the
amplifier is capable of deli;ering
short bursts of power equal to 300
watts . IPP ratings do not
however, take into account th~
ex~ent of distortion during the
brief power surges .
The same amplifier might be
rated at 100 - watts "EIA Peak
Power', which means that during
the highest !eve.ls of output the

amplifier distortion would be less
than 5 percent. A distortion
rating of 1 percent is usually
considered excessive. An even
better rating system, therefore,
is the . 'IHF' method, in which ·
distortion at rated power output
does not exceed 1 percent. '
The best rating (used by most
of today's manufacturers) is the
'RMS Continuous Power Output' .
It most cleprly defines the,
capabilities of the amplifier. It is
measured with a given speaker
load (usually 8 ohms ;, both
channels driven , over a
frequency range of 20-20, OOOHz,
and takes into account total
distortion. The 300 watt IPP rated
amplifier reduces to about 10
watts RMS Continyous power,
both channels driven into an 8 ohm load!
The other important amplifier
rating is the distortion level.
Total Harmonic ,Distortion (THD) measures the amplifier's
tendency to produce unwanted
signals . THD is . expressed as a
percentage of unwanted signal
versus wanted signal. Inexpensive receivers typical_ly have
ratings from .5 percent to 1.0
percent ; the lower the better.
The tuner section also incorporates several important

ratings. Selectivity is the ability
of the tuner to select one station '
from many other stations
crowded closely together on the
tuning dial. The larger the
measurement (it's measured in
decibles, abbreviated db) the
better the reception.
Sensitivity is another important measurement. Sensitivity refers to the tuner's
ability, to receive w,eak stations.
This rating is particularly important if you live in a "fringe
area" of reception. The lower the
signal level is, the more sensitive
the tuner must be. The lower the
sensitivity rating the better,
since it is a measure of the lowest
signal voltage the tuner can use .
Many other ratings are
available which can be used to
compare the merits of various
units . The four mentioned herein
are what I consider to be the most
important and the most easily
understood. A good salesman will
be more than willing to explain in
detail some· of the more subtle
methods by which receiver
performance is measured.
Next week's article will explain
some of the things to look for
wh·en shopping for a turntable.

Stopping by JIM'S on a Snowy Evening

Whose beer this is I think I know.
He's at the foosball table though.
He will .not see me stopping here
To have a sip before I go.
The faculty must think it queer.
That I spend all my evenings here,
Especially at finals - time The darkest evenings of the year.·
'They give their learned heads a shake
To ask if I am. some mistake.
The only other sound's the din
The Juke-box and the foosballs mak~.

Dancing from Iridia
Nilimma·. Devi, one of the
Midwest's "foremost experts on
Indian dance, will pre~nt .a
~oncert of "Temple Dances Of
India"Thurs.at 8pm in Stansbury
The concert is open to the public
without charge and will include
Bharatanatyam and Kuchipudi
dance styles. The performance is
the final event in the 1976 India
Symposium at Lawrence.
Devi was a member of Nataraj
Ramakrishna's·. Nartana Ballet
Troupe in India and has
presented public · concerts of
Indian and .South Asian dances
throughout' Wisconsin. She
initiated a prQgram of Indian .
Dances - for <schoot 'children,
"Dance Through '
ind
has presented . that program · at
nearly 20 schools in the Madison
area. In 1964, o ·e vi received her

Inman," .•

(
Jim's is a lovely, dark estate.

But I havework to hand in late,
And years before I graduate.
And years before I graduate.

IF YOU THINK this pose is hard, come to the Indjan Dance
Performance and see what hard is!

B'. A. from Punjab University and
has studied dance in Kanpur,
Bangalore, and Hyderabad
India.
'
She taught in the University of
Wisconsin 'Extension Sy,s tem and
the UW Department of Asian
Theater. A meinbEll" of the facuity
of the· Vniversity of Minnesota
Summer Program in South Asian
Area Studies, she has worked
with the Madison Dance Council
and the VaI,Iey Studio in Spring
.Green, Wis. ·
The company ·which wiH
perform in Appleton will include
Devi, Nancy Jallings, Bill Mc)'vtiller and Mary Rudd. The ,
:P,rpgf~ 1~JI ~olt!d~. -~ .dan.C?.e8,

ranging fr9m a dance in iniitat1on
of the play between a cobra. and a
snake cliarmer to spiritual
dances to story dances.

,/

-GREG OJ>ELKA

- "TUESDAY AND THURSDAY AFTERNOONS

4:30 P.M.

Mr. ( . Donald Ryan, Vice President
Installment Lending
Mr.· Robert Wilson, Vice President
Mortgage Lending

ORMSBY LOUNGE
Mr. Steven Lettau, Customer Service Officer
Savings Accounts and other
interest bearing time accounts
Mr. Phillip Keller, Vice President
Investments

FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF APPLETON
SECOND SESSION:

May 27

SEeOND SESSION:

May 27

seminars on survival
The things yOJ need to know to_live.
A special ·series for .seniors (or anyone else) about the nitty-gritty things i~ life
no one ever told you about:· your credit rating, applying for loans, taxes, leases·
an~ landlord-tenant obligations, insurance and what it can or can't do for you, ,
savings plans, personal finance, and more.
I

.

.carEEr
-center
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Tomorrow. ·

present tran'slations and GENERAL ANNOUNCEMENTS
analyses of several important
Survival baskets
Marathi devitional poems and
Do you have the munchies?
discuss their place in one of
western India's popular Hindu Have your parents forgotten you?
cults.
Try a healthy solution to , the
8 p.m . - Midnight: The Cof- ' lonely feeling - order yourself a
Sunday
feehouse will be open with live Co:op survival basket for only $5.
8 p.m . The Lawrence Wind Enentertainment , e~ts and This term 's goodies include : 1;4
semble will present their anbeverages available. Gome and lb : _supflower seeds ; 'fi lb .
nual "Be Our Guest" concert in
take_ advantage of the Coop ra1sms ; 112 lb. dr,ied apples ; If, lb.
the Chapel.. Featured will be
cashews ; 1fi lb. cheese ; 112 lb. loaf
service offered .
works by Stravinsky, Am ram
7: 30 p.m .: International Folk homemade whole wheat bread ·
and Messian . \
plus oranges , cookies and
dancing, by popular demand
1:15 p.m. : The Children's
will be held again in RivervieV.: ,crackers. Order by Monday from
Recreation Program will meet
L?unge. Come and bring a Jean Capper, ext. 322.
at Plantz Hall before going
Rum~a~ebles to sell or buy
friend . Dancing will continue
swimming at
Alexander
Be thmkmg of articles you 'd
until exhaustion sets in .
Gymnasium . Anyone inlike to donate to the New Student
.
Thursday
terested is invited to attend.
12 noon - 1 p.m .: Drs. Susan and Week-Co -op rummage sales
Monday
Terry Lenker, candidates for a Furniture, clothes, rugs , book~
7 p.m.: A sale of authentic
shared position in the math may· be brought to the front of
- American Indian jewelry will
department, will meet all in- Downer during or before noon 4
be held in the Women's Center
teres.ted. students for lunch in June and will be sold that afof Colman Hall. It will be
ternoon . Leftover items will be
Colman.
sponsored by Dean Pillinger
for the Blaclc Scholarship 4 p .m .: The Mathematic stored and sold during the 1976
Department will be in- new student week to help · the
Fund. Zuni and Navajo pieces
terviewing a couple who are freshpersons make their rooms
(men's and women's rings ,
candidates for· a_.J>osition in the feel like home. Proceeds from the
bracelets, regular and pierced
department. Dr. Susan Lenker sales will go toward an all-school
earrings, necklnces, crosses,
will speak on " Mathematical function next year. Contact Anne
watchbands, etc .) from the
Induction
via
Diagram Rieselbach, ext. 358, or Jean
Albuquerque area will be sold
' Chasing" and Dr. Terry Lenker Capper , ext. 322, for additional
at r,easonable prices .
will speak on " A Mathematical information .
7:30 p.rn, : History Colloquium
Model for Thermodynamics"
Lecture: " Old Problems and
Co-director sought
in Stephenson 302.
·
New Histroians : comments on
The Sociology department is
Ranke and the Historian's 8:30 p.m .: Come and taste a now seeking a qualified student to :
variety of exotic food from all serve as Co-director of the
Craft." The speaker is Dr .
over the world at the Cof: Survey Research Center for the
Co~stance N. Genge~bach,
feehouse . Sponsored by the 1976-77 academic year . The
assistant porfessor of h,story,
Lawrence University In- Center's primary function is to
from St. Olai College. The
ternational Food Forum.
conduct the Appleton Survey, a
lecture will · be . given in
8 p.m : - Midnight: The Cof- student-directed survey of ApRiverview Lounge.
feehouse will be open with live pleton which gathers information
.
Tuesday
entertainment ' eats
and for student; faculty , and civic
4:30 p.m.: "The Nudity of Women
beverages available. Come and
projects each year . The
is Wiser than th~ Teachings of
take advantage of the Co-op position is open to all risThe Philosophers - Surrealism
service offered.
ing sophomores and juniors
Rev.e als Herself To Man" is the
Friday
in
the
Univer~ity
retitle of the senior art history
lecture to be given by Bonny 4 p.m . : The Mathema tics gard.less of . major. To apply ,
Department will be in- your name, address , telephone
~dmin, '76, and Nancy Gazterviewing a couple who are extension, and a brief statement
zola, -'76, at Worcester Art
candidates for a position in the of reasons for seeking the
Center:' Everyone is invited to
department. Dr . Susan Lenker position should be submitted to
attend.
7:.30·~p.~. : .. Jack Stanley;- the .. will spEl8k o~ " The Yellowstone Dr. Richard Kurz on or before
Grizzly Bear : a Trial Run for _June 1, 1976. For information
Ellen C. Sabin, associate
Life" . and Dr. Terry Lenker contact Dr. Kurz, ext. 427, or
professor of religion, will speak
will
speak
on
"Goal John Wylie, ext.. 334.
on "Poetry and Religion in a
Programming"
in
Stephenson
Looking for Trippers
Popular Hindu Cult" at Wor302.The Slavic Trip, scheduled for
cester Art Center. Stanley will .next summer , , spends fourteen
11 -1 p.m. Lawrence Circle K will
be selling Rice Krispy bars on
the front st_eps of Downer. The
bars will cost 15 cents each, and
all profits will go · to help fight
cerebral palsy.

weeks in Eastern Europe
T':ll"key, and the USSR. There ar~
still spaces for non-majors as
well as majors. All interested
parties should contact George
Smalley, Main Hall 429, ext. 437.
Decision making experim1ents

Mrs . Robert Rosenberg is
seeking
Lawrence
un derg_r~udate~ who are willing to
participate 'ID experiments in
small g~oup ?ecision making in
connection with a project at the
University of Wi sconsin a t
Madison . Preferred times are
Thur sday 27 May, 2:30 - 4:30 pm ·
Friday 28 May , 2'!-30 - 4: 30 pm :
and Saturday 29 May, 9:30 -11 :30
am . ' There will be· a $5
honorarium for each participan t.
There is a sign-up sheet on the
door at the student activities
office at the Union .
Graduation dal\ce

The graduation dance will be
h~ld on Saturday, 12 June from 9
pm to midnight -at the Midway
!\1otor Lodge. The cost per senior
1s $3 .50, which includes fr ee
admission for his or her ..family
and out-of-town guests . Gratis
invitations will be extended to the
faculty and administr ators .
Music will be provided by "Live
Music ". Tickets will be available
in Downer 24-28 May , and will
also be available at the LU Box
Office.
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''Europe''
''Europe''
EIJR~PE
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.,.,,,/,_. Cu,··, . .,·., . . ,....... ,
r-'\
•011 free, 800-325·4867
~ UmTravel Charters

.''Europe''
''Europe''
''E.urope'.'
''Europe''

Time sheets

Student time ~beets are due in
the Business Office on Friday 28
May. Please make a special
effort to turn the sheets in as
early as possible, since Monday,
31 May, is the Memorial Day
holiday._
Students: the end of the
term is near . So please start
returning library books .

~~~~~

To the person inquiring about
Simon of Cyrene : Thank you for
your note . You may be right.
Please stop by and let's talk
about it.
-MICHAEL SHERMAN

''Europe''
''Europe·' '
''Europe''
''Europe''

Quiet Atmosphere, Excellent Dining.
All at a Reasonable Price.

''Europe''
'~Europe''
-~llfPIY'~

,''Europe''
''Europe''

rtzza

·&-ario.-

East

~

Formerly known as THE MARK
Next to Brokaw on College Ave.
. . . offering ...

I

_Jf Pastis~~.
~. . , and o-ther ~deUght.s

l{o/Jr -fi?et-have be£J1 !Miifing fvr the-da~fh~
could have a pair of Le.vi~ af I-to themseJves.New
Ltwi.s YJe<lVlf leatnetS with rugged-soles ...
'n rivds .. .!J litffe-orange~.Cm?n etnon'
gulfS,getirrlv levi3 ...-wr-fiit! ~ ·_

~

i•

-·

., for feet ~ ~ ~"~
l&is
...../

I IROR RW
11

11

Europe 11
,~- ''Europe''
"'
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Trackmen run to fourth

Intramural Al'.chery

Men's Division
I st
Ken Gilstrap
2nd .
Carl Oefelein
3rd
Bill Giese
·4th
Randy Colton
· 5th
Roger M~Dowell

1976
S•prem,ey
Cap Points

Plantz
Phi Delt
Ormsby
Raymond
PhLPelt

50
40
30
20
10 .

' ~~ell
Lawrence
Knox
Carleton
Grinnell
Ripon
Monmouth
Lake Forest ·
- Beloit ,
.
. Only 11 points separated~
five colleges to'4ay in ttie Midw
confenence's all-sports tabula
· for 10 sports in , the 1-~ .)''!lr.
seasons.Coe led the tabulation wttfi' 73
points ~ while Cornell a~
Lawrence -Were within half
point of a deadlock for second.
Cornell· had 68 1i and Lawrence
68.
Knox Was JUst four Pllifflf.
behind at 64 while Carleton
-J ifth at ·521t2.
The tabulation was based on

good for sixth. Eddy also took ·a
by Don Arnosti
After taking second in the second in the high jump of 6'4"
Beloi t Relays the prev ious week , matched the winning jump in
height , but he lost to Kohl _from
the Vi king tr ac k team took a
Women's Division
Ripon who had fewer misses .
co m menda bl e fo urth a t the
40
Faculty
2nd
M s-. Fillinger
(ln cide ntl y, La wr ence anconference meet last weekend .
50
Plantz
I
st
Ann
Strotz
nihil
ate
d
Ripon
,
61-19
)
Rob
No t s ur pri si ngly , Coe , . th e
Stevens
took
a
fifth
in
the
long
champion at Beloit, fi nished first .
50 pt s .
jump with a spring of 20'11 'h " ,
Phi Defts
Carleton placed second on the
Fraternity Division
. strength of their distance men , onl y 2'h " off the winning pace . In
addition, Rob was shut out from
while Knox whom Lawrence had
100 pts .
Plantz
Hall Division
beaten at Beloit , came in third . the finals in the 220 by little more
30 pts ~
Orm
sby
than one-tenth of a second.
The seniors on the team , in
20 pts.
Ray
mond
Three
freshman
distan_
ce
men
their fin al track meet of their
did well for the Vikings , concollege careers gave it aJ.1 they
40 . pts .
sidering the competition . Peter
Faculty
had. Steve Lemons and John
Hoover placed fifth in the three
Davis, two of this. year 's tricaptain s, both placed in the mile with a time of 15 :46.2 and
J eff Hawley streaked to a new
javelin . Lemons, with a throw· of
169'7" took second. Da vis earned freshman and varsity record of
.
V -i
corresponding pomts down to one
a four th with a toss of 167'1" . The 33 :03 in the six mile . Hawley
·
for tenth place.
other tri-captain , Dave Rosene, broke the old record of 35: 19 held
After consecutive losses to the completely and showed conFive of the 10 colleges won 197Q.,:
took second in the pole vaul t. by Joe Ziem an. Mike Edmonds'
ambitions for the finals in the 1/z
UW-Madison Lacrosse Club by sider able offensive potential 76 championships. Coe won titles
Steve Neum an, a fo ur-year senior
mile were quelched . He was
scores of 13-2 and 7-4, a depleted himself. Aiding Basil on defense in basketbaU, wr estling, tracktrac km an took sixth in the discus
LU squad of eleven pulled a was Lighf " the Rabbit" Ramsey, and golf while Lake Forest WOil
with a throw of 130'10" . Hard- edged out in the preliminaries by
stunning upset last weekend . The who, while playing a position for the soccer and tennjs titles. Other
less than a stride.
working Bob Montgomer y ran his
This meet marked the end of
Vikes avenged their ear.lier two the first ti.m e, played like a champions were Lawrence
best quar ter of the year , but
the 1976 track season for all but
losses by handing the Madtciwn veteran . In addition to his last football ; Carleton, cross countryj
missed plac ing.
bunch a 10-9 defeat .
second heFoics, Dave Fortney arid Knox, swimming. ;
As expecte d , Ro n Wopat . Bob Eddy and Ron Wopat. These
two have qualified for the NCAA
Following two Madi'son · scores probably play~d his finest game,
Cqrnell earned second place iJ!,
earn ed two gold medals by
division III finals to be held in
in the first few minutes, it looked amassing at least · fifteen saves . the all-sports r;mking witholft;:
sweeping both tl1e shot put and
as though the LU squad was in for and playing the "posts" as never ben efit of a championshi .
the discus. La",Tenr.e's two lone -Chicago next week. Eddy made
- ·
· ·.Cornell tied for secondtn footbaU
the cut in the high jump, while . a long afternoon : Fortunately, before.
fi rsts came o•. thro s of 50'3" in
Initiating a controlled offense, arrd was Funner-up in basketball;
the shot, an , 153'1 ' in the dis- Wopat qualified in both the shot however , the Vikes began to
and the discus . Results will be
r espond to the threatening rout the power:ful first mid-field goals and wrestling.
cus. Also pl dcing in the shot was
with some goals of their own .
of Ken Kologner c3 ), Marv
'l'-he co·nference basebal
Bob E ddy with a throw of 43'4" , forthcoming in two weeks .
Going into the last few mi nutes, Klinkunas (3) ,-Ken Sheppard (1) ; tournament .was rained out after
LU was behind by a score o·f ·8-6. and attackmen Brent Erensal (1) the two first oound games in· the
It was ·here that the Vikes staged and Roger Healey c2) the Vikes doubl~ elimination meet. Mona dramatic and unexpected were able· to generate a solid mouth, and Coe won . the first
surge , scoring four straig-ht scoring attack . .ln only his rookie round.games over Lawrence and
5-3 in the first round . The number goals, to take a 10-8 lead. Madison year , Roger provided .the winning Cornell; !:_especti,vely.
by Bob Liebman
.
Th e Lawrence team too : second three team of Rhoades and Van immediately answered with a goaf-for ti.l e LU stickmen. ·.
Deuzer won their title by beating · goal setti_ng the stage for the last
place in the confer ence m ~et last
Obviously stunned by the
weekend at Grinnell . Lake Forest · Coe's players 5-3, 5-o; La!ce three, tense, minutes . Playing outcome, the battered Madison
edged out the Vikes wi th 23 JOints
Forest and Ripon 's teams 5-3, 3~5, with a one man advantage, the tel,l.m is asking for another shot at .
to Lawrence's 22. Other team
5-3 . .
Madison team was still unable to LU's heroes, who now boast a
scores were Ri pon 21, Cornell 14,
The number two team of crack the LU defense . Madison 's record of four wins .and two
Carleton 13, Gr innell 9, Beloit ,
Chandler-Kolker advanced to the leading scorer and playmaker, losses this weekend at the· Vikes Knox, and Coe 3, and Monmouth
finals by beating Beloit 5-0, 5-1 "No . 18", took bis team_'~ lasC home 'field .
o. The meet was not.decided until and Cornell 6-5, 5-2. In the finals ~hot, which- was deflected and The team would like to thank
La ke Forest ' s member two
they met Lake Forest. The two controlled by ~av'e-F~rt!1ey.. That all of ifs- fans for ·their ·support
do ubl es
team
defeated
teams -split the first two sets with iced the LU .victory, which was a and Coach Gallus for all the · - COLtEGE REP WANTED for· nexf'
fall ·le dislFibute " Student Rate"
Lawrence's team in the finals in a
Lawrence taking the first. set 6-5 satisfying ?n~ !i:ij eed .
.
scheduling hassles he endUFed for
subscriptior cards at tl:)is ca.m,
third set tie-breaker .
and Lake Forest the second set 5A v~r_y s1gmfH;~nt factoon the this ·~miscellaneous"· sport.
· pus .. Geod income, no selling m:
La wr ence' s chances were
3. At this point in the tournament surpr1s!ng LU vICtory was th_e Having proved its' ability to stay
valved . For information and appliseverely damaged when number
Lake Forest and Lawrence· were defens_1ve_ play . of . Bas1l organized and play increasingly
cation send name and address to:
two man J ac k Anderson went to
Mr. D.. . DeMutb, Areci Ma.!!_ager,
tied with 22 points each . Whoever Geor_g iad1s
on- . Madison's well , it is hoped that Lacrosse
3223 Ernst St.. 'Franklin P'ark,
Door County on a biology field
won the- third set would win the pre~10usly _men~10ned . star . - will be recognized in toe future as
60131.
trip. This fi eld trip was part of
meet. LU jumped off to--a -4-1 iead Havmg sco~e.d ~1x go~ls ~nd a viable and legitimate sport,
Jack's tutori al, yet most of the
and , because they were playing 5 several assists m their {1rst worthy of varsity representation.
members of the team felt it was
game sets, only had to win 1 of the meeting, Basil clos.e d down "18"
postpona bl e . Jack was not
next 3 games to take the match
ComeSee
supposed to be penalized in
and the meet. However , dreams
Bob, Glen, a~ Joe
anyway fo r going to the conof the title quickly disappeared as
fere nce meet. Yet the Ralph V.
.· At The New
Lake Forest came back strong to
1976 .
1976- I.M. Table Tennis Tournament
La ndis s por ts a ward winner
ta ke the set in a tie breaker with
Anderson, a pparently felt his
t50
1st
the score of the match being 5-2.
Singles Win ners: Tom Wolfe , Beta .
academics carried more weight
Still. tpe team played ex2nd
100 .
.:.
D.a n Eisenberg, Plantz
than the conference tennis meet.
ceptionally well this season
J ack or no J ac k, Lawrence had
finishing with a 9-1 dual meet
Doubles Wrrnei;s: Tom Wolfe-Penn Ritter ; Beta 1st 150
a very fin e tea m this year and
record , _a first plac;e in the .
129N. Durkee
Bill Coinita, alm ost pulled the meet out . Bob
Lawrence Invitational , and a
_
at
Washington
100
Chr_is Lawrence, Sig Ep
Liebman, at number one singles ,
second place _in the conference
Call for Ap~in•ment
defeated Eggert of Ripon 6-1, 4-6,
meet. ·
739-180°5
6-1 before losing to Edwards of
Grinnell 6-4 , 6-4 in.the semi finals .
Jun ior J ohri Chandler defeated
Butterworth of Knox 6-0, 6-3 and
f\PfSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSWSSI
Ash of Cornell 6-2 , 3-6, 6-2, before
losing to Kahn of Lake Forest 6-1 ,
6-3 in the semi fi nals. Rhoades
r eac hed the se mi -finals by
Wholesale .Prices •
N.
beating Reich of Knox 7-6, 6-3, but
then he lost to Frie<'l of Lake
·Fo r est 6-2, · 4-6 , 6-3: At
_ Rent A New Ford As.Low As:
num ber fo ur , Kolker completed
his season un defeated in singles
'
by beating Bonnet of Knox 6-0 57, and 6-0, Hay mond of Corneli 6Call For Special Holiday Rates
3, 6-_3 and Hoehn of Ripon 4-6, 6-3,
For Reservations:
·
6-4 in th e finals. At num ber fi ve
DA VE BRANTMEIER 731-5211 Toguchi won hi s fir st ma tch by
Everything From Pintos to 12 P~ss. Wagons
fo rfeit , but then was upset ·by
Renfro of La ke Forest 6-4, 6-2. At
See: Cher · Zimmerman
number six, Van Duzcs played
Your ~tudent Rep. CO-OP
the most tennis of anyone by first
de feating
Chri s tiansen
of
Grinnell 6-2, 3-6, 6-3, then he beat
F uerte of Cornell 6-7, 6-0, 6-4 , then
he slipped by Umans of Lake
Forest 1~6, 6-2, 7-6 befor e running
out of miracles aga inst Walter of
Ripon in lhe fi nals 6-1, 7-5 .
In the do ubl es ac tion, the
number on e tea m of Toguchi and
Leasing & Rent-A-Car
·
731-5211
Liebman were defea ted by
W. C~ lege Ave . ....;_ 2 Blks. E. of 41
Carter-Edwa rds of Grinnell 5-~,
Mon., Wed., Fri. 'til 9 - Sat. 8 ..5

a

Stl.c/kmen be-at M·adz·sr\.:n ~~:t~0~~h~e t:~~e~~::~~~1

·
•
S team net secon d .
Tennl

-m.

c:AMPUS
BARBER SHOP

«:onsumer ·Electronics
s,s Ai>P'-1 St

.RENT-A-CAR. RENT-A-TRUCK
. . $8 PER DAY·, 9~ PER MILE

